Transact One
Campus ID

Harness The Power Of One Connected Experience
Transact One is an integrated, cloud-native, and mobile-first ecosystem that provides a one-mobile-app or single-site
experience for both students and administrators. It successfully brings together Payments, Campus ID, Commerce, and thirdparty software—no more clunky websites or an overwhelming number of complex apps.
Deliver a seamless experience across campus with standards-based, scalable technologies and common data integrations.
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Students and staff have a single point of
access and are ready to go with their Institution
credentials from day one.

Access on
your mobile
device!

Once signed on, users experience an integrated
UX with a modern, university-branded design, and
common profile.

Data integrations are simplified with a single API
gateway and pre-certified partner flows.
Drag-and-drop graphical tools eliminate custom
coding overheads.

Data analytics & reporting are natively built
in—providing unique insights into operational
effectiveness and an enhanced student experience.
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Create A Cashless Environment For Your Students
As the first solution on the Transact One platform, Transact IDX enables a cashless environment for your students – one
card or mobile credential gives students access to purchase meals, do laundry, pay for printing, and buy snacks at the
vending machine.
Student life is all about convenience. Provide transaction services that give students an easy, cashless way to pay for any
combination of meal plans and stored-value accounts. Plus, mobile app or online account access helps students better
manage their campus accounts.

Mobile Credential
Turn a smartphone into a student ID with a fast, secure NFC-enabled mobile credential for Apple
Wallet and Google Pay.

Stored-Value Accounts
Assign students multiple accounts to be used with all types of credentials and point-of-sale (POS)
systems for merchants, both on and off-campus.

Meal Plan Accounts
Provide a mix of plan types, flex accounts, and more. Integrate with POS systems and
accommodate all types of dining locations.

Online Account Management
Allow students to view transactions and balances, add value, and manage their account through
a school-branded, online account management portal.

Hardware & Partner Integrations
Leverage existing investments and get up and running quickly with our robust hardware and
partner application ecosystem.

Point-of-Sale Applications
Provide students convenient and quick access to account funds with a complete range of fully
integrated POS applications, including real-time mobile ordering, self-service kiosks, and
mobile registers.

Card Production integration
Integrate campus card production with your transaction and security solutions for a seamless
and consolidated end-to-end experience.
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